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Belkin TrueClear (F8W526BT3)
TrueClear Transparent Screen Protector for iPhone 6 &#8211; 3 Pack
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 12.54 €
Eco fees: 0.01 €
VAT 21 %: 2.64 €

Product details:
Product code: F8W526BT3
EAN: 0745883660285
Manufacturer: Belkin

15.19 €
* VAT included
TRANSPARENT NEW IPHONE SCREEN PROTECTOR
TrueClear Advanced Screen Protector for iPhone 6 is the best screen protector available, engineered for strength and
clarity and tested to meet optometric standards. The result is a crystal clear screen protector that keeps your screen
safe from damage while still giving you an incredible screen experience.
PIXEL FOR PIXEL, CLEAREST PROTECTION AVAILABLE
Patented TrueClear technology allows light to pass through our screen protectors precisely and evenly, giving you a
level of sharpness and vibrancy higher than even the leading competitor's high-definition products.
MARKET LEADER IN CLARITY
Our screen protectors are tested for optical precision and clarity using the same methods optometrists use for
eyeglasses. These tests, combined with third-party data, position TrueClear iPhone 6 screen protectors as the market
leaders in clarity - the clearest screen protection you can buy.
FAST, EASY APPLICATION
Applying your iPhone 6 screen protector is fast and easy. Start by cleaning your screen with the included cleaning wipe
and dust removal film, then peel the overlay from its backing and place it onto your screen. Finish by using the included
smoothing card to push away creases and bubbles.
CASE-COMPATIBLE
TrueClear Advanced Screen Protectors fit your iPhone 6's screen perfectly, and are designed to work with any case to
give you 360° protection. Strong yet thin and lightweight, the iPhone 6 screen protector provides excellent defense
against damage that will help keep your device looking like new.
LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
Every TrueClear Transparent iPhone 6 Screen Protector is backed by a Limited Lifetime Warranty. So if your screen
protector is ever scratched or damaged, send it back and we'll be happy to replace it.
Main specifications:

Features
Device type:
Brand compatibility:
Compatibility:

Performance

Mobile phone/Smartphone
Apple
iPhone 6

Colour of product:
Easy to apply:

Transparent
Y

Packaging content
Quantity per pack:

3 pc(s)

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

